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I5"l|f -„■    Flower flies and Zoogeography (THOMPSON, F. C.) 

Distribution patterns have intrigued biologists almost as long as those of 

diversity.  Distrubtlon patterns were used by Darwin to support hie theory of 
1 uvulution, but, with Wallace and subsequent workers, these pnrtems thim.setve.s 

wore overlooked as attention was shifted to the study of dispersal.  The sra- 

\    .  _ Kr.iplty of the world was accepted as stable, and dispersal was invoked to explain 

,,.,.,- -disjunctions. The advent of plate tectonics and pl.ylogenetics (clndlutics) has 

renewed interested in distribution patterns.  Distributions of Individual 

inonophyletlc taxa can be accumulated or summed to form general patterns.  The 

coincidence^ o.f these patterns with those from other disciplines such as geology 

may require explanations other than dispersal over stable continental config- 

urations.  Distribution patterns of flower flies are uaed to illustrate some of 

i the new concepts In zoogeography and to suggest a'scenario of life for the lost 

180 million years, 
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ntj* FOSSILS AND THE ORIGIN OF INSECT FLIGHT AND METAMOPRUOSIS. Kukalova-Peck, J. 

(Department of Geology, Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario.KIS 5B6, Canada) 

ilMtHIt to modern pterygote .nymphs, Paleozoic nymphs primitively had articulated and freely movable 

«t'<0» >(l th* thorax (serially homologous with smaller wing-like abdominal appendages). This is reflected 

'I* Mfiy la*tars of some modern nymphs; their wing buds evaginate from the pleural region and only later 

I HUM Immobilized and secondarily fused with the terga. Thus, wings are modified pleural appendages. 

ifttMltl** Paleozoic nymphs had a confluent development, without a.metamorphic instar. This occured later, 

H# IMMtt the movability of the wings. Metamorphosis is polyphylctic and developed In parallel in all 

*»$*« IlM'Ct lineages. Paleoptera and Neoptera are sister groups which diverged mainly in wing-articula- 

W»f *Mh*nlsm, but before flight was fully developed. Wing appendages in (unknown) ancestral pterygdtes 

lUfMt  |f«4«bly situated laterally and were incapable of being flexed backwards over the abdomen. The 

fMtf$?# &#*wp# of pterygote orders were also formed very early, probably simultaneously with the flight 

**#&**&*** of the proto-wings. 

IU9 Origin  and main-lines  of evolution of insect wings  as   flight  organs. 

Bocharova-Messner,  0.  M. 
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